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INTRODUCTION 

The need for increasing blood shelf life arises from the 

desire to improve efficiency in blood bank operations, 

manage inventories, and reduce the number of journeys 

needed to stock outlying hospitals' blood banks. There 

are disadvantages with hotline blood donation also. For 

more than a century, the developed anticoagulants for 

blood preservation in human and veterinary field were 

only the simple modification from one to another. 

Studies have evaluated the impact of a shorter shelf life 

on red blood cell inventory and availability. It has been 

found that a shelf life of 28 or 21 days could be 

accommodated with some increases in shortages or 

wastage, while shorter shelf lives of 14 days or fewer 

results in large increases in shortages and outdates (John 

et al., 2014). Various storage solutions and antioxidants 

have also been investigated to prolong the viability of 

stored red blood cells (Knight et al., 1996; Merlyn et 

al., 2012). Lately various methods have been explored to 

enhance the shelf life of stored blood, but presents 

several challenges including cost-effectiveness (Leah, 

2020). In this research we invented a water-based mid IR 

(2-6µm) generating atomizer named MIRGA and tested 

for its potential in increasing the shelf life of cattle blood. 

Through this approach, we aimed to enhance the storage 

capabilities of blood, allowing for longer shelf life and 

improved quality. 

 

 

MATERIALS AND METHOD 
MIRGA (patent no.: 401387) (Fig 1)is a 20-mL capacity 

polypropylene plastic atomizer containing an inorganic 

(molar mass 118.44 g/mole) water-based solution in 

which approximately two sextillion cations and three 

sextillion anions are contained. The sprayer unit has 

dimensions 86 × 55 × 11 mm, an orifice diameter of 

0.375 mm, ejection volume 0.062 + 0.005 mL, and 

ejection time 0.2 s. The average pressure is 3900 Pa, and 

the cone liquid back pressure is 2000 N/m
2
 

(Supplementary Fig (ii)). During spraying, 

approximately 1-μg weight of water is lost as mist and 

the non-volatile material in the sprayed liquid has a 

concentration of 153 mg/mL. Every time spraying emits 

0.06ml which contains approximately seven 

quintillion cations and eleven quintillion anions. Design 

of the MIRGA and emission of 2-6µm mid-IRhas been 

presented in detail by Umakanthan et al., 2022a; 

Umakanthan et al., 2022b. Depending on the pressure 

applied to the plunger, every spraying is designed to 

generate 2–6 µm as estimated by an FTIR (retro-

reflector) interferometer instrument (Detector type D* 

[cm HZ1/2 - 1] MCT [2-TE cooled]) at Lightwind, 

Petaluma, CA, USA. 
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ABSTRACT 

Stored human blood has short shelf life (4-6 weeks) which leads to voluntary wastage of 1.3 million units per year. 

To combat the wastage, increasing the shelf life of blood is necessary but it has several challenges. As a premier 

research to enhance the stored blood shelf life, we one-time irradiated the packaged cattle blood with 2-6µm mid-

infrared. The irradiated bags containing cattle blood were stored in domestic refrigerator. It was found that the 

MIRGA irradiated blood samples were viable and found fit for transfusion upto 15-20 week. This paper presents 

the 2-6µm mid-IR induced changes in molecular level of blood that are studied using various instrumentations. 
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Fig. 1: MIRGA spray diagram. 

 

Clinically healthy cows of different age, breed and reared 

condition were randomly selected. jugular 

phlebotomydone and blood samples were taken. The 

blood from these cows collected in human blood 

collection bags as routine manner. Two bagged blood 

(control) kept in domestic refrigerator’s lower chamber. 

Ten bagged blood (trial) were numbered from 1 to10and 

correspondingly given 1 to 10number of MIRGA 

sprayings at the rate of one or two on one or either sides 

of the blood bagsand kept in the lower chamber of the 

same domestic refrigerator. Once in 48 hours, the blood 

bags were mildly titled to avoid precipitation of blood 

cells. Once in a week, aseptically the samples were 

drawn from the 12refrigerated blood bags and subjected 

to microscopic cellular studies and also instrumentation 

to identify the molecular changes. Control and trial (2, 5, 

10 times sprayed) results were compared. The same trail 

was conducted six times at different interval for more 

confirmation. 

 

Always spraying was done at a distance of 0.25-0.50 

meter right away toward, the bagged blood, at the rate of 

one on one or both sides of bagged blood. This distance 

is essential for the MIRGA sprayed solution to form ion 

clouds, oscillation and 2-6 µm mid-IR generation. The 

ray can penetrate the intervening package and act on the 

inside blood. Close spraying doesn’t generate energy. To 

be short, MIRGA shall be operated like a body spray but 

externally over the packaged material. 

 

Method of MIRGA spraying: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QoRwTESKfSdoJTf

D--xIG9YpTDnVonGW 

 

The instruments used to prove the: Chemical compound 

transformation – Liquid chromatography–mass 

spectrometry (LC-MS) and High Performance Liquid 

Chromatography (HPLC); Chemical bond changes – 

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR); and 

Nuclear resonances – Proton nuclear magnetic resonance 

spectroscopy (1H-NMR). 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Control blood showed gradual decrease from normal 

stereochemistry after 4
th

 week, and between 5 and 6
th

 

week became unfit for transfusion. Two sprayed blood 

on 15-20 weeks showed normal cells. The 2 times 

sprayed bag were transfused to randomly selected cattle 

of different age, breed and rearing condition and the 

transfusion evinced no adverse reaction. Thus >300% 

shelf life of the blood enhanced by MIRGA spraying. 

Intracellular, cytokines and mineral changes ofthe 

MIRGA sprayed refrigerated blood research is ongoing. 

For instrumentation, blood sample were taken on day 35 

from non-sprayed control blood bag and on day 105 from 

2, 5 and 10 sprayed blood bags. 

 

HR-LCMS: The chromatogram of the control, 2, 5 and 

10 sprayed samples. The peaks at the retention times of 

13.29, 14.57, 16.59, 17.71, and 21.34 minutes 

corresponds to the compound’s serine phosphoester, 

gluconic acid, pyrimidine complexes, glucagon, and 

cholesterol or ascorbyl-myristate respectively. It has 

been observed that the amounts of serine phosphoester is 

decreasing in the sprayed samples compared to the 

control, due to the lysis of the membranes and its 

phosphor proteins. The concentration of gluconic acid in 

the 2 sprayed sample is very high due to the breakage of 

the glycogen. However, the concentration of the gluconic 

acid decreases drastically in the 5 and 10 sprayed 

samples indicating the higher rate of respiration 

(Glycolysis). This also corroborated with the higher 

glucagon level in the control and 2 sprayed samples. The 

level of pyrimidine complexes in the sprayed samples is 

very low compared to the control because of the 

breakdown of the complexes by spraying. There is no 

change in the ascorbyl-myristate or cholesterol level in 

the sprayed blood samples compared to the control.(Fig 

2) 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QoRwTESKfSdoJTfD--xIG9YpTDnVonGW
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QoRwTESKfSdoJTfD--xIG9YpTDnVonGW
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Fig. 2: LCMS spectrogram of the blood samples. 

 

FTIR: The FTIR spectrogram of control, 2, 5 and 10 

sprayed blood samples plotted without segregating the 

base line (a) and with the segregation of the base lines 

(b). There is no shift of any of the bonds. However, the 

intensity of the C-H stretching transmittance (Between 

the wave number 3200 to 3500) is found to be increased 

in the sprayed samples compared to the control 

indicating lipolysis/cell lysis of the long chain fatty acids 

(probably from the cell membranes and apoproteins) 

resulting the exposure of the C-H bonds. The increase in 

C-H bond stretching was found to be increasing with the 

number of spraying.(Fig 3) 

 

 
Fig. 3: FTIR spectrogram of the blood samples. 

 

1H-NMR: The NMR spectrogram of control, 2, 5 and 10 

sprayed samples. The increased intensity of the peaks in 

the chemical shift region between 0.8 and 1.5 in the 5 

and 10 sprayed samples compared to the control 

indicates the increased amounts of amino acids. This is 

due to the proteolysis in medium and higher radiated 

blood samples. In addition, the lactic acid peak intensity 

at 4.5 is higher compared to the control samples. This 

implicates that due to increased number of spraying, the 

rate of respiration in the blood cells is higher because of 

the oxidative stress resulting anaerobic respiration and 

increased lactate. This is further confirmed from the 

decreased glucose intensity in the 5 and 10 sprayed blood 

samples compared to the control at 3.5 ppm. (Fig 4) 
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Fig. 4: NMR spectrogram of the blood samples. 

 

Compared with control data, all the instrumentation data 

proved that, MIRGA depending on number of sprayings 

had altered the bonds, thereby structure, leading to 

enhanced/ decreased inherent characters.  

 

Invention background, definition, technique of mid-IR 

generation from MIRGA, toxicological study on 

MIRGA, safety of the MIRGA sprayed usables and 

primeval and future scope of MIRGA have been 

described by Umakanthan et al., 2022a, Umakanthanet 

al., 2023c, Umakanthanet al., 2023d. 

 

Invention background 

The four observable states of matter (solid, liquid, gas, 

plasma) are composed of intermolecular and 

intramolecular bonds. The inherent characteristics of 

neutrons, protons and electrons are unique, however, 

difference in their numbers is what constitutes different 

atoms and how these atoms bind together develop into 

different molecules with unique characters. In the 

electromagnetic wave (EMW) spectrum (Fig 5) mid-IR 

region is vital and interesting for many applications since 

that region coincides with the internal vibration of most 

molecules (CORDIS, European commission). Almost 

all thermal radiation on the earth surface lies in the mid-

IR region, 66% of the sun’s energy we receive is infrared 

(Aboudet al., 2019) and is absorbed and radiated by all 

particles on the earth. Naturally, at molecular level, 

interaction of mid-IR wavelength energy elicits 

rotational and vibrational modes (from about 4500-500 

cm
-1

 roughly 2.2 to 20 microns) through a change in 

dipole movement leading to chemical bond alteration 

(Girard, 2014).  

 

 
Fig. 5: Electromagnetic Spectrum. 

 

During our research we observed: (A) In all objects, even 

though atoms always remain as atoms their chemical 

bond parameters are continuously prone to alteration by 

cosmic and physical energies (eg: EMW, heat, pressure, 

humidity) causing the bonds 

compression/stretching/bending (Alvarez et al., 2012; 

Smith, 1999; Shankar, 2017; Mohan, 2004), breaking 

(McMakin, 2011; Moss, 2011) and new bond formation 

(Raven, 2012). These alterations ultimately lead to the 

change in the physicochemical characters of the objects. 
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(B) The dynamic, constant, mutual influences of EMW 

among earth, celestials and living bodies are 

continuously causing alterations in the inherent 

physiochemical characters of earthly objects, like 

enhancement due to optimum dose of energy or 

decrease/ destruction due to more dose of energy 

(detailed below). Thus based on these concepts, the 

MIRGA was developed to alter bond parameters thereby 

potentiate any usables’ natural characters. 

 

MIRGA definition 

We define MIRGA as ‘a harmless, economical atomizer 

containing an imbalanced ratio of ions suspended in 

water, which influence the natural potency of target 

substances by generating mid-IR while spraying’. 

 

Technique of mid-IR generation from MIRGA 

We designed MIRGA as to accommodate an imbalanced 

ratio of ions suspended in water in their fundamental 

state and can move as free particles. The solution has 

very little background frequency of detectable 

disintegration which is less than that of cosmic events 

whereas even humans have more radioactivity (Around 

10 microns) (Ashcroft, 2000; Sanders, 2014). We 

designed MIRGA to generate energy based on various 

below given processes like, (A) spraying leads to 

ionization (electron getting separated from atom) and the 

pathway for electron re-absorption are also many, due to 

these two oscillatory processes energy generated. (B) 

while spraying, water-based ionic solution gets 

excited/charged, which in turn leads to oscillation among 

the imbalanced ions (Verheest, 2000) in their excited 

state, resulting in the emission of photons (Kepinget al., 

2004; Fauchaiset al., 2014). (C) Though low 

electromagnetic field exists between charged particles of 

the MIRGA’s ionic solution, during spraying the induced 

oscillation between these charged particles produces 

energy (Wendishet al., 2009; Singh, 2009; Prasad, 

2017; Pople, 1999). (D) Also, in the natural rainfall 

process, more energy is required to break water bonds 

for creating smaller water droplets from the clouds 

(Barry et al., 1998). Therefore, these droplets should 

have more stored energy and then travels down at a 

velocity from a specific distance thus gaining also a 

kinetic energy. When the rain hits the earth’s surface, it 

forms a very thin film of mid-IR (nearly 6 micron), 

hence there is a net heat gain (Barry et al., 1998; 

Eniday, 2019). We simulated this rainfall’s energy 

gaining process also in MIRGA i.e., when imbalanced 

ions in liquid media are atomized, the ejected smaller 

droplets should have higher internal energy as well as an 

acquired kinetic energy and the energy emitted by 

breaking the surface tension. From trial and experience, 

we calibrated an ejection pressure to obtain a desired fine 

mist, and minimized the evaporation rate by altering the 

pH and density of the solution. Also considering other 

facts like, the accelerated ions in the sprayed ionic clouds 

collide among them and generate energy 

(Krishnakumar, 2019), we incorporated those 

phenomena in our atomizer and designed in such a way 

to emit energy in the 2-6 µm mid-IR range. 

 

The inorganic compounds used in the generation of MIR 

are a perspective for biomedical applications 

(Tishkevichet al., 2019; Dukenbayevet al., 2019). It is 

also a new synthesis method for preparation of functional 

material (2-6 µm mid-IR) (Kozlovskiyet al., 2021; El-

Shateret al., 2022). It is well known that the 

combination of different compounds, which have 

excellent electronic properties, leads to new composite 

materials, which have earned great technological interest 

in recent years(Kozlovskiyet al., 2021; Almessiereet al., 

2022). 

 

Toxicological study on MIRGA 

Even though, MIRGA generates the safe 2-6 µm mid-IR 

energy, and moreover spraying is done 0.25–0.50 meter 

externally right away to packaged consumables, we also 

wanted to study the MIRGA’s toxicity effect by 

cytotoxicity assay. In-vitro Vero, A549 and Human 

dermal fibroblast cells study proved that MIRGA 

sprayed mist was non-toxic in any way (Fig 6).  

 

 
Fig. 6: MIRGA’s toxicological studies. 
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Field studies also showed that, MIRGA spray is eco-

friendly, non-toxic, non-irritant to soft tissues such as 

cornea, safe to infants even if sprayed directly, needs no 

skill but easy to handle (like perfume body spray), and 

highly economical (USD 0.30 per MIRGA unit which 

emits 300 sprayings).  

 

Safety of MIRGA sprayed usables 

In our nearly two-decades of research, we observed 

MIRGA induced bond altered target substances had not 

shown any adverse reaction upon consumption/use. As a 

comparison, to assure the safety of the bond altered 

targets’ millennium long consumption by human/ living 

kinds; we submit that in nature, (A) Stereochemical 

configuration has great influence on taste (Williamson et 

al., 2011) e.g. variety of mango, grapes, rice, etc., (B) 

Cooking and digestive enzymes break chemical bonds 

thereby soften our edibles. And, as an example; raw rice 

on water-boiling to boiled rice; rice on raw heat to puffed 

rice; rice on boiling and drying to flat rice; rice on 

pressure to rice flour (Scanlon et al., 2019; Kowtaluk, 

2006), each by-product has its unique aroma, taste, 

texture and shelf life but with same molecular formula 

C6H10O5), (C) In food industry, sensory attributes and 

shelf-life are enhanced by altering the food’s chemical 

bonds using various irradiation processes like, 

radappertization, radicidation, raduriaztion(Sivasankar, 

2014), (D) On heating, ice to water to steam 

manifestations are due to changes in the hydrogen 

bonding, where steam has negligible hydrogen bonding 

(Day, 1999) but chemical composition (H2O) remains 

the same (Raymond,2010). 

 

MIRGA’s primeval and future scope 

The water based MIRGA could be the first novel pioneer 

potentiating technology. This type of atomizer 

technology also seems to be present with the extra-

terrestrials for their therapeutic use during visitations 

(Blue planet project).  

 

In various usables, a range from 30% to 173% 

potentiation has been achieved by us. Even considering 

the least 30% in some usables have resulted in 30% 

economic, resource, and ecological savings as well as 

health benefits. But there is a knowledge gap between 

potentiation from 30% to at least 100% for all usables, 

which can be filled-up by refining MIRGA’s ionic 

solution, concentrations, atomizer pressures, other 

parameters and even formulating a better solution.  

 

Using MIRGA, we conducted experiments which 

resulted in resource savings with edible oils, vegetables, 

fruits, food, coffee, tea, alcohol, tobacco, cocoa, edible 

salts, sugar, herbal, cement, spices, chemicals, 

pharmaceuticals, dairy products, liquid and gaseous 

fuels, and vaccine. Human and veterinary disease therapy 

and were included in these studies, and the results are 

promising. The laboratory analysis of these substances 

revealed the altered chemical bonds, configuration and 

chemical compound transformation. In foodstuffs, 

detoxification of agrochemical residues resulted as well 

as enhancement of sensory attributes and shelflife. These 

results are being separately submitted for publication. 

The individual results are about to be published.  

 

A variety of mid-IR emitters are now available e.g. 

silicon photonic devices (CMOS Emerging 

Technologies, 2012), cascade lasers (quantum and 

interband) (Jung et al., 2017), non-cascade based lasers, 

chalcogenidefibre-based photonic devices (Sincoreet al., 

2018) and suspended-core tellurium-based 

chalcogenidefibre photonic devices (Bo et al., 2018). 

These emitters are not as cost-effective as MIRGA, and 

useful only in astronomy, military, medicine, industry as 

well in the laboratory. They are much too complex in 

daily domestic applications for the average user. 

 

Because of MIRGA’s wide range of applications, we 

believe that MIRGA will definitely resonate in many 

scientific researches such as biophotonics, therapeutics, 

health, ecology and many other fields. Our further 

research on MIRGA and its other manifestations which 

we developed namely MIRGA salt, MIRGA vapor and 

MIRGA plasma in human endeavors is dynamically now 

ongoing. 

 

Literature comparison 

Blood shelf life can be increased through various 

methods. One method involves transferring blood to a 

sterile container and mixing it with an anticoagulant. The 

mixture is then centrifuged to separate the red blood 

cells, which are placed in a sterile tube. The red blood 

cells are then irradiated with a laser, resulting in an 

enhancement of shelf life by 66% (Al-Khalid et al., 

2012). Another method involves biostimulation by a He-

Ne laser, which has been shown to enhance the shelf life 

of stored blood to 63 days (Al-Khalid et al., 2015). 

Additionally, blood storage containers containing a 

CeONP composition and/or coating on an object surface 

have been found to increase the useful storage lifespan of 

blood (Mina et al., 2019). One recent approach is the use 

of hybrid blood collection tubes (BCTs) that combine the 

breakage resistance of plastic and the shelf life 

approaching that of glass (Christopher et al., 2020). 

These hybrid BCTs have demonstrated a shelf life of at 

least 2 years with less than 10% draw volume variation, 

which is significantly longer than standard polyethylene 

terephthalate (PET) BCTs. Another method involves 

irradiating the red blood cells with a laser that emanates 

a visible light wavelength of about 633 nm for a time 

period of about 24 hours, which has been shown to 

enhance the shelf life of donor blood by 66% (Challa et 

al., 2020). These methods offer potential solutions for 

extending the shelf life of blood and ensuring its 

effectiveness for clinical use but offers many limitations. 

However, using MIRGA technology, the shelf life of 

blood can be extended upto 15-20 weeks rather than in 

days, in a cost effective and safe manner.  
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Similar desirable results in coffee, tea, cocoa, edible salts 

and terminalia were achieved using MIRGA spraying by 

Umakanthanet al., 2022a; Umakanthanet al., 2022b; 

Umakanthanet al., 2023c; Umakanthanet al., 2023d. 

 

Benefits of MIRGA technology in blood 
1. Now this trial is useful in bovine transfusion but 

may pave way for enhancement of human 

transfusion blood shelf life and research. 

2. Human energy can be saved. 

3. Most useful to remote area, during epidemics, war, 

major accidents etc. 

4. Can be preserved in domestic refrigerator, hence 

economical. 

 

CONCLUSION 

2-6 µm mid-IR mid-infrared irradiated cattle blood 

showed an extended shelf life of 300% and found fit for 

transfusion. Future research using this technology will 

definitely have good result in human blood also.  
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Supplementary material 

Supplementary video V1: Method of MIRGA spraying 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QoRwTESKfSdoJTf

D--xIG9YpTDnVonGW 

 

Supplementary figure F1: MIRGA spray diagram 

 
 

Supplementary Text T1: Details of MIRGA 

MIRGA (patent no.: 401387) is a 20-mL capacity 

polypropylene plastic atomizer containing an inorganic 

(molar mass 118.44 g/mole) water-based solution in 

which approximately two sextillion cations and three 

sextillion anions are contained. The sprayer unit has 

dimensions 86 × 55 × 11 mm, an orifice diameter of 

0.375 mm, ejection volume 0.062 + 0.005 mL, and 

ejection time 0.2 s. The average pressure is 3900 Pa, and 

the cone liquid back pressure is 2000 N/m
2
 

(Supplementary Fig (ii)). During spraying, 

approximately 1-μg weight of water is lost as mist and 

the non-volatile material in the sprayed liquid has a 

concentration of 153 mg/mL. Every time spraying emits 

0.06ml which contains approximately seven 

quintillion cations and eleven quintillion anions. 

 

Depending on the pressure applied to the plunger, every 

spraying is designed to generate 2–6 µm as estimated by 

an FTIR (retro-reflector) interferometer instrument 

(Detector type D* [cm HZ1/2 - 1] MCT [2-TE cooled]) 

at Lightwind, Petaluma, CA, USA. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QoRwTESKfSdoJTfD--xIG9YpTDnVonGW
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QoRwTESKfSdoJTfD--xIG9YpTDnVonGW
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Supplementary Text T2: Detailed Discussion 

1. Detailed discussion
[1]

 

1.1. Invention background 

The four observable states of matter (solid, liquid, gas, 

and plasma) are composed of intermolecular and 

intramolecular bonds. The inherent characteristics of 

neutrons, protons and electrons are unique, however, 

differences in their numbers are what constitute different 

atoms, and how these atoms bind together develops into 

different molecules with unique characteristics. In the 

electromagnetic wave (EMW) spectrum, the mid-IR 

region is vital and interesting for many applications since 

this region coincides with the internal vibration of most 

molecules.
[2]

 Almost all thermal radiation on the surface 

of the Earth lies in the mid-IR region, indeed, 66% of the 

Sun’s energy we receive is infrared
[3]

 and is absorbed 

and radiated by all particles on the Earth. At the 

molecular level, the interaction of mid-IR wavelength 

energy elicits rotational and vibrational modes (from 

about 4500–500 cm
-1

, roughly 2.2 to 20 microns) 

through a change in the dipole movement, leading to 

chemical bond alterations.
[4]

 

 

During our research we have observed: (A) In all objects, 

even though atoms always remain as atoms, their 

chemical bond parameters are continuously prone to 

alteration by cosmic and physical energies (e.g.: EMW, 

heat, pressure, and humidity) causing the bonds to 

compress/stretch/bend,
[5-8]

 break,
[9,10]

 or new bonds to be 

formed.
[11]

 These alterations ultimately lead to changes in 

the physicochemical characteristics of the objects. (B) 

The dynamic, constant, and mutual influences of EMW 

among the Earth and the celestial and living bodies are 

continuously causing alterations in the inherent 

physiochemical characters of earthly objects, for 

instance, enhancement due to an optimum dose of energy 

or decrease/destruction due to a high dose of energy 

(detailed below). Thus, based on these concepts, MIRGA 

was developed to alter the bond parameters, thereby 

potentiating the natural characteristics of products. 

 

1.2. MIRGA definition 

We define MIRGA as ‘a harmless, economical atomizer 

containing an imbalanced ratio of ions suspended in 

water, which influence the natural potency of target 

substances by generating mid-IR while spraying’. 

 

1.3. Technique of mid-IR generation from MIRGA 

We designed MIRGA as to accommodate an imbalanced 

ratio of ions suspended in water in their fundamental 

state, which can move as free particles. The solution 

exhibits very little detectable background frequency, 

below even that of cosmic events. By comparison 

humans emit more radioactivity (around 10 

microns).
[12,13]

 We designed MIRGA to generate energy 

based on various processes such as:(A) spraying leads to 

ionization (electrons getting separated from atoms) and 

many pathways for electron re-absorption; due to these 

two oscillatory processes, energy is generated;(B) while 

spraying, a water-based ionic solution gets 

excited/charged, which in turn leads to oscillation among 

the imbalanced ions
[14]

 in their excited state, resulting in 

the emission of photons.
[15,16]

 (C)although a low 

electromagnetic field exists between the charged 

particles of the MIRGA’s ionic solution, during spraying 

the induced oscillation between these charged particles 

produces energy.
[17-21]

 and(D) in the natural rainfall 

process, more energy is required to break the water 

bonds for creating smaller water droplets.
[22]

 Therefore, 

these droplets should have more stored energy, which 

then travels down at velocity from a specific distance, 

thus gaining kinetic energy. When the rain hits the 

Earth’s surface, it forms a very thin film of mid-IR 

(nearly 6 micron), hence there is a net heat gain.
[22,23]

 We 

simulated this rainfall’s energy-gaining process in 

MIRGA(i.e., when imbalanced ions in liquid media are 

atomized, the ejected smaller droplets should have higher 

internal energy as well as acquired kinetic energy, and 

the energy emitted by breaking the surface tension). 

From trial and error, we calibrated the ejection pressure 

to obtain a desired fine mist, and minimized the 

evaporation rate by altering the pH and density of the 

solution. Moreover, the accelerated ions in the sprayed 

ionic clouds collide among themselves and generate 

energy.
[24]

 thus, we incorporated these phenomena in our 

atomizer and designed it in such a way as to emit energy 

in the 2–6 µm mid-IR depending on the given plunger 

pressure. 

 

Yousif et al.
[25]

 described this process as a 

photodissociation of molecules caused by the absorption 

of photons from sunlight, including those of infrared 

radiation, visible light, and ultraviolet light, leading to 

changes in the molecular structure.  

 

1.4. Safety of MIRGA-sprayed products 

In our nearly two-decades of research, we have observed 

that MIRGA-induced bond-altered target substances do 

not show any adverse reaction upon consumption/use. In 

nature, (A) Stereochemical configuration has great 

influence on taste
[26]

 (e.g., varieties of mango, grapes, 

rice, etc.), (B) Cooking and digestive enzymes break 

chemical bonds, thereby softening foods. This indicates 

that alterations in chemical bonds occur naturally and do 

not represent a risk to human health. As an example, 

boiled rice, puffed rice, flat rice, and rice flour have a 

unique aroma, taste, texture, and shelf-life but 

conserving the same molecular formula (C6H10O5).(C) In 

the food industry, sensory attributes and shelf-life are 

enhanced by altering the food’s chemical bonds using 

various irradiation processes like radappertization, 

radicidation, and radurization.
[27]

 (D) Upon heating, 

water changes from ice to liquid to steam, which are 

manifestations of changes in the hydrogen bonds
[28]

 but 

the chemical composition (H2O) remains the same.
[29]

 

 

1.5. MIRGA’s primeval and future scope 

The water-based MIRGA could be the first novel 

potentiating technology. This type of atomizer 

technology also seems to be present with the extra-
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terrestrials for their therapeutic use during visitations.
[30]

  

 

In various products, we have achieved a range from 30% 

to 173% potentiation. Even the smaller improvement 

resulted in 30% monetary and resource savings as well as 

health benefits. However, there is a knowledge gap 

between potentiation from 30% to at least 100% for all 

products, which can be filled-up by refining MIRGA’s 

ionic solution, concentration, atomizer pressure, and 

other parameters and even formulating a better solution.  

 

Various mid-IR emitters are now available (e.g., silicon 

photonic devices,
[31]

 cascade lasers quantum and 

interband,
[32]

 non-cascade-based lasers, chalcogenide 

fiber-based photonic devices,
[33]

 and suspended-core 

tellurium-based chalcogenide fiber photonic devices.
[34]

 

These emitters are not as cost-effective as MIRGA and 

are useful only in astronomy, military, medicine, 

industry, and research applications. These emitters are 

too complex for domestic application by the average 

user. 

 

Because of MIRGA’s wide range of applications, we 

believe that this technique will resonate in many 

scientific fields including biophotonics, therapeutics, 

health, ecology, and others. We are currently conducting 

research on MIRGA and its applications, namely 

MIRGA salt, MIRGA vapor and MIRGA plasma. 
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